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Och när jag stod där gripen, kall av skräck
och fylld av ängslan inför hennes tillstånd
begynte plötsligt mimans fonoglob
att tala till mig på den dialekt
ur högre avancerad tensorlära
som hon och jag till vardags brukar mest.
Harry Martinson, Aniara
Argument
We introduce the notion of numerical functors to generalise Eilenberg & MacLane’s
polynomial functors to modules over a binomial base ring. After shewing how these
functors are encoded by modules over a certain ring, we record a precise criterion
for a numerical (or polynomial) functor to admit a strict polynomial structure in
the sense of Friedlander & Suslin. We also provide several characterisations of
analytic functors.
MSC2010. Primary 16D90. Secondary 13C60, 18A25.
It will be recalled that polynomial functors were invented by Eilenberg & Mac-
Lane [2] in 1954, and strict polynomial functors by Friedlander & Suslin [4] in
1997. They have since found numerous applications in algebraic topology and
constitute to-day an active field of research.
As evinced by terminology, the notion of polynomial functor is weaker
than that of strict polynomial functor. It will naturally be enquired: how
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much weaker? The purpose of the present note is to provide a satisfactory
answer to the question: When is a polynomial functor strict polynomial?
Consider then a commutative, unital ring B, and let BMod be the category
of left B-modules. Our first result shews that, when considering module func-
tors on BMod, it will be no great restriction to consider only functors defined
on BFMod, the subcategory of finitely generated and free modules:
Theorem 1. Any functor F : BFModÑ BMod has a unique extension to a func-
tor Fˆ : BMod Ñ BMod that is right-exact and commutes with filtered inductive
limits.
Polynomial functors were initially conceived for abelian groups. While the
notion, as such, is perfectly sensible for modules over any ring, and indeed ad-
mits a wide range of applications, scalar multiplication is nowhere taken into
account. As a remedy for this, we introduce the notion of numerical functor
(Definition 1), designed to make sense for any base ring B that is binomial,
which is to say equipped with binomial co-eHcients. Since polynomial and
numerical functors concur over Z, all our results will be valid for integral
polynomial functors.
There is a characterisation of numerical functors that is found to tie in
closely with strict polynomial functors:
Theorem 3. The functor F : BFMod Ñ BMod is numerical of degree n if and
only if its arrow maps extend to a system
FA : AbB HomBpM , Nq Ñ AbB HomBpFpMq, FpNqq
of maps of degree n, multiplicative and natural in the binomial B-algebra A.
We explore the elementary properties of numerical functors of degree n.
They constitute an abelian category Nn, which will be found Morita equivalent
to the category of modules over a certain ring PnpBnˆnq, with Bnˆn betokening
the nˆ n matrix ring of B, and Pn a construction given in Section §5:
Theorem 10. The functor Pn HomBpBn,´q is a small projective generator for
Nn, through which there is an equivalence of categories
Φ : Nn Ñ PnpBnˆnqMod, F ÞÑ FpBnq.
The left module structure on FpBnq is given by rτs ¨ x “ Fpτqpxq.
The theorem was first enunciated for polynomial functors by Pirashvili [7].
As a moral consequence, all theorems valid for integral polynomial functors
will remain so, mutatis mutandis, for numerical functors.
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Suslin, Friedlander & Bendel [11] gave us the correspondence between ho-
mogeneous (strict polynomial) functors of degree n, which form an abelian
category Pn, and modules over the Schur algebra ΓnpBnˆnq. This is Theorem 2
below. A link is provided by the divided power map
γn : PnpBnˆnq Ñ ΓnpBnˆnq, rσs ÞÑ σrns,
which, by restriction of scalars, gives rise to a forgetful functor from homo-
geneous to numerical functors:
Theorem 12. The forgetful functor Pn Ñ Nn corresponds to restriction of scalars
ΓnpBnˆnqModÑ PnpBnˆnqMod
along the divided power map γn : PnpBnˆnq Ñ ΓnpBnˆnq. This functor is exact and
faithful. It is full and essentially injective when n “ 0, 1, 2.
In Example 4 (p. 19), we observe that the forgetful functor is not, in gen-
eral, full or essentially injective for n ě 3.
We then answer the question of when a numerical functor admits a strict
polynomial structure. After introducing the concept of quasi-homogeneous
functors in Section §5 and shewing how such functors correspond to mod-
ules over Im γn (Theorem 13), we prove:
Theorem 14: The Polynomial Functor Theorem. Let F be a numerical func-
tor of degree n. Then F may be given the structure of homogeneous functor of degree n
if and only if F is quasi-homogeneous of degree n and the Im γn-module structure on
FpBnqmay be extended to a ΓnpBnˆnq-module structure.
We proceed to discuss analytic functors in some detail. An analytic functor
may be defined as a family of module functors EA : AFMod Ñ AMod, with A
ranging over all binomial B-algebras, commuting with extension of scalars.
Equivalently (Theorem 15), it is a functor J : BModÑ BMod with arrow maps
JA : HomApAbB M , AbB Nq Ñ HomApAbB JpMq, AbB JpNqq,
multiplicative and natural in the binomial algebra A. We prove:
Theorem 16. The analytic functors are precisely the filtered inductive limits of
numerical functors.
A combinatorial approach to our subject is discussed in the paper [14].
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§1. Module Functors
For the entirety of this article, B shall denote a fixed base ring of scalars,
assumed commutative and unital. All modules, algebras, homomorphisms
and tensor products shall be taken over this B, unless otherwise stated. We
let Mod “ BMod denote the category of (unital) modules over this ring, and
FMod the subcategory of finitely generated and free modules.
A module functor shall be taken to mean a functor FMod ÑMod, usually
non-linear. We shall be wholly content to consider such restricted functors
exclusively, as is customarily done, for, as we presently expand upon, a functor
defined on the subcategory FMod always has a canonical well-behaved exten-
sion to the whole module category
First, let us recall from Bouc [1] that a (non-additive) functor F between
abelian categories is right-exact if for any exact sequence
A α // B
β // C // 0,
the associated sequence
FpA‘ Bq Fpα`1Bq´Fp1Bq // FpBq Fpβq // FpCq // 0
is also exact. This definition agrees with the usual one in the case of an additive
functor. In fact, the usual definition actually implies additivity of the functor,
which renders it useless for our purposes.
A variant of the following result, in the abstract setting of abelian categor-
ies, is due to Bouc ([1], Theorem 2.14).
Theorem 1. Any functor F : FModÑMod has a unique extension to a functor
Fˆ : ModÑMod that is right-exact and commutes with filtered inductive limits.
Proof. From the theory of categories, F has a unique extension to a functor
F˜ : FunpFModop,Setq Ñ Mod commuting with all inductive limits ([6], Co-
rollary I.5.4). Here FMod embeds as usual into FunpFModop,Setq through
the Yoneda embedding M ÞÑ Homp´, Mq, which, in turn, has a canonical ex-
tension to a functor J : Mod Ñ FunpFModop,Setq, defined by the self-same
formula. Since limits of functors are calculated point-wise and HompP,´q,
for P free and finitely generated, is right-exact and commutes with filtered
inductive limits, the same is true of the composite Fˆ “ F˜ ˝ J . Uniqueness of Fˆ
is evident.
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§2. Polynomial and Strict Polynomial Functors
Let us now bring to mind the classical notions of polynomial maps and func-
tors (Eilenberg & MacLane [2], sections 8–9). Let ϕ : M Ñ N be a (non-linear)
map of modules. The n’th deviation of ϕ is the map
ϕpx1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ xn`1q “
ÿ
IĎrn`1s
p´1qn`1´|I|ϕ
˜ÿ
iPI
xi
¸
in n ` 1 variables. The map ϕ : M Ñ N is polynomial of degree n if its n’th
deviation vanishes, and the functor F : FMod Ñ Mod is polynomial of degree
n if every arrow map HompM , Nq Ñ HompFpMq, FpNqq is.
We next recall the strict polynomial maps (lois polynomes) from the work
of Roby ([9], paragraph 1.2) and the strict polynomial functors introduced by
Friedlander & Suslin ([4], Definition 2.1). A strict polynomial map is a natural
transformation ϕ : M b ´ Ñ N b ´ between functors BCAlg Ñ Set, where
BCAlg designates the category of commutative, unital B-algebras, and Set is
the category of sets. The functor F : FMod Ñ Mod is strict polynomial of
degree n if the arrow maps HompM , Nq Ñ HompFpMq, FpNqq have been given
a (multiplicative) strict polynomial structure.
Strict polynomial maps and functors decompose as the direct sum of their
homogeneous components ([9], Proposition I.4). We denote by Pn the abelian
category of homogeneous functors of degree n, where a natural transform-
ation η : F Ñ G of homogeneous functors is a family of homomorphisms
ηM : FpMq Ñ GpMq, for M P FMod, such that for any modules M and N , any
algebra A and any ω P AbHompM , Nq, there is a commutative diagram:
Ab FpMq
Fpωq

1bηM // AbGpMq
Gpωq

Ab FpNq 1bηN // AbGpNq
Strict polynomial functors are not determined by their underlying functors
since the strict structure supplies auxiliary data. The example below should
serve as a warning. (In fact, this failure occurs already at the level of strict
polynomial maps; cf. Example 7 of [12].)
Example 1. Let B “ Z. The functor F “ Z{pZb´, for p a prime, is an ho-
mogeneous linear functor. Yet, it can also be equipped with an homogeneous
structure of degree p, viz. the Frobenius twist
F p1q : AbHompM , Nq Ñ AbHompZ{pZbM ,Z{pZbNq
5
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ÿ
i
ai b αi ÞÑ
ÿ
i
api b αi. 4
Let Γn denote the functor of divided n’th powers. For the matrix ring Bnˆn,
the divided power module ΓnpBnˆnq becomes an algebra under the multiplic-
ation αrns ˝ βrns “ pαβqrns. (This operation is not to be confused with the
ever-present graded multiplication on any divided power algebra ΓpMq.)
That strict polynomial functors arise as modules over the Schur algebra
was first proved by Friedlander & Suslin for finite fields ([4], Theorem 3.1),
and later in full generality in co-operation with Bendel ([11], Theorem 2.4):
Theorem 2. The functor Γn HompBn,´q is a small projective generator for Pn,
through which there is an equivalence of categories
Ψ : Pn Ñ ΓnpBnˆnqMod, F ÞÑ FpBnq.
The left module structure on FpBnq is given by τrns ¨ x “ Fpτqpxq.
§3. Numerical Functors
From now on, we shall assume our base ring B to be binomial in the sense
of Hall [5]; that is, commutative, unital and torsion-free, so that it naturally
embeds into QbZ B, and closed under the formation of binomial co-efficients
r ÞÑ
ˆ
r
n
˙
“ rpr ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pr ´ n` 1q
n!
, n P B.
Examples include Z, the ring Zˆp of p-adic integers, as well as all Q-algebras.
These rings were extensively studied in [3] and [13].
Following [12] (Definition 5), we say that the polynomial map ϕ : M Ñ N
is numerical of degree n if it satisfies the equation
ϕprxq “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
r
k
˙
ϕ
ˆ
♦
k
x
˙
, r P B, x P M .
We propose the following definition, extending Eilenberg and MacLane’s
notion of polynomial functors.
Definition 1. The functor F : FMod Ñ Mod is numerical of degree n if
every arrow map F : HompM , Nq Ñ HompFpMq, FpNqq is. The category of
numerical functors of degree n will be denoted by the symbol Nn.
So, for example, a functor is numerical of degree 0 if and only if it is
constant. It is of degree 1 if and only if it is the translate of a linear functor.
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By simple algebraical considerations, Nn may be verified to be abelian (the
case B “ Z is well known). It is, moreover, closed under direct sums. We shall
presently see that it possesses a small projective generator.
Every strict polynomial functor is numerical, and if the base ring B is a
Q-algebra, the two strains co-incide. Over Z, the notions of polynomial and
numerical functor may be equated, for then all polynomial maps are auto-
matically numerical. These assertions are consequences of the corresponding
statements for maps. Confer the remarks succeeding Definition 5 in [12].
An alternative description of numerical functors may be given, matching
the definition given of strict polynomial functors. Suppose that, for each fi-
nitely generated and free module M , a module FpMq is given. Moreover, for
any two finitely generated, free modules M and N , suppose given maps
FA : AbHompM , Nq Ñ AbHompFpMq, FpNqq,
natural in the binomial algebra A. We say that these maps FA are multiplicative
if FAp1A b 1Mq “ 1A b 1FpMq and
FA
˜ pÿ
i“1
ai b αi
¸
FA
¨˝
qÿ
j“1
bj b βj‚˛“ FA
¨˝
pÿ
i“1
qÿ
j“1
aibj b αiβj‚˛
for homomorphisms αi : N Ñ P and βj : M Ñ N .
Theorem 3. The functor F : FModÑMod is numerical of degree n if and only
if its arrow maps extend to a system
FA : AbHompM , Nq Ñ AbHompFpMq, FpNqq
of maps of degree n, multiplicative and natural in the binomial algebra A.
Proof. According to Theorem 10 of [12], the module map F : HompM , Nq Ñ
HompFpMq, FpNqq is numerical of degree n precisely when it extends to a de-
gree n natural transformation
FA : AbHompM , Nq Ñ AbHompFpMq, FpNqq,
given by the formula
FApa1 b α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ak b αkq “
8ÿ
m1,...,mk“0
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
b F
ˆ
♦
m1
α1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
mk
αk
˙
.
Only a finite number of summands are non-zero by the polynomiality of F .
Since this assignment is functorial, multiplicativity of the system is clear.
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Natural transformations may also be given a more involved rendition,
comparable to transformations of strict polynomial functors:
Theorem 4. Let η : F Ñ G be a natural transformation of numerical functors.
For any modules M and N, any binomial algebra A and any ω P AbHompM , Nq,
the following diagram commutes:
Ab FpMq
Fpωq

1bηM // AbGpMq
Gpωq

Ab FpNq 1bηN // AbGpNq
(1)
Proof. Consider homomorphisms α1, . . . ,αk : M Ñ N . By Theorem 9 of [12],
there exist homomorphisms βm1,...,mk and γm1,...,mk (the indices ranging over
natural numbers, and only a finite number being non-zero), such that
Fpa1 b α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak b αkq “
ÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
b βm1,...,mk
Gpa1 b α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak b αkq “
ÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
b γm1,...,mk
for any a1, . . . , ak in any binomial algebra A. The naturality of η ensures thatÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
ηNβm1,...,mk “
ÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
γm1,...,mkηM .
Specialise first to the case a2 “ a3 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 0, to obtainÿ
m1
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
ηNβm1,0,... “
ÿ
m1
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
γm1,0,...ηM .
Successively putting a1 “ 0, 1, 2, . . . leads to ηNβm1,0,... “ γm1,0,...ηM for all m1.
Proceeding inductively, one shews that ηNβm1,...,mk “ γm1,...,mkηM for any as-
sortment of indices.
Commutativity of the diagram (1) for ω “ a1 b α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak b αk is then
easily demonstrated:
p1b ηN qFpωq “ p1b ηN q
¨˝ ÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
b βm1,...,mk‚˛
“
ÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
bηNβm1,...,mk “
ÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
b γm1,...,mkηM
“
¨˝ ÿ
m1,...,mk
ˆ
a1
m1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
mk
˙
b γm1,...,mk‚˛p1b ηMq “ Gpωqp1b ηMq.
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§4. Properties of Numerical Functors
We give some equivalent characterisations of numericality, which may perhaps
be more convenient in practice.
Theorem 5. The following conditions, assumed to hold for all scalars r and all
homomorphisms α, are equivalent to place on a polynomial functor F of degree n.
A. Fprαq “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
r
k
˙
F
ˆ
♦
k
α
˙
(the definition of numerical functor)
A1. Fpr1Bnq “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
r
k
˙
F
ˆ
♦
k
1Bn
˙
B. Fprαq “
nÿ
m“0
p´1qn´m
ˆ
r
m
˙ˆ
r ´m´ 1
n´m
˙
Fpmαq
B1. Fpr1Bnq “
nÿ
m“0
p´1qn´m
ˆ
r
m
˙ˆ
r ´m´ 1
n´m
˙
Fpm1Bnq
Proof. That A and B are equivalent follows from Theorem 7 of [12], as does the
equivalence of A1 and B1. Clearly B implies B1, so there remains to establish
the implication of B by B1. Hence assume B1, and put
Zm “ p´1qn´m
ˆ
r
m
˙ˆ
r ´m´ 1
n´m
˙
.
In so far as 1Bq factorises through 1Bn , which holds in case q ď n, the equation
Fpr1Bqq “
nÿ
m“0
ZmFpm1Bqq (2)
will clearly hold by B1. Now assume (2) holds for a certain q ě n. Let
pii : Bq`1 Ñ Bq`1 (1 ď i ď q ` 1) denote the canonical projections. Using
the fact that
0 “ Fpα1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ αq`1q “
ÿ
IĎrq`1s
p´1qq`1´|I|F
˜ÿ
iPI
αi
¸
(the polynomiality of F), we compute:
Fpr1Bq`1q “ Fprpi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rpiq`1q “
ÿ
IĂrq`1s
p´1qq´|I|F
˜ÿ
iPI
rpii
¸
9
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“
ÿ
IĂrq`1s
p´1qq´|I|
nÿ
m“0
ZmF
˜ÿ
iPI
mpii
¸
“
nÿ
m“0
Zm
ÿ
IĂrq`1s
p´1qq´|I|F
˜ÿ
iPI
mpii
¸
“
nÿ
m“0
ZmFpmpi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mpiq`1q “
nÿ
m“0
ZmFpm1Bq`1q,
so that (2) holds for all q by induction. Finally, in the case of an arbitrary
homomorphism α : Bp Ñ Bq, we have
Fprαq “ Fpr1BqqFpαq “
nÿ
m“0
ZmFpm1BqqFpαq “
nÿ
m“0
ZmFpmαq,
and we have proved B.
The following very pleasant formula is an immediate consequence of the
corresponding formula for maps, Theorem 8 in [12].
Theorem 6. The module functor F is numerical of degree n if and only if, for any
scalars ai and homomorphisms αi, the following equation holds:
Fpa1α1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ akαkq “
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gkďn
giě1
ˆ
a1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
gk
˙
F
ˆ
♦
g1
α1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gk
αk
˙
.
§5. Quasi-Homogeneous Functors
A module map ϕ : M Ñ N naturally extends to a map ϕ : BrMs Ñ N , where
BrMs denotes the free module on M . The numericality of ϕ may then be
reformulated by demanding that the extended map ϕ : BrMs Ñ N factorise
through the canonical homomorphism δn : M Ñ PnpMq “ BrMs{I , where
I “ p rx1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ xn`1s | xi P M q `
˜
rrxs ´
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
r
k
˙„
♦
k
x
 ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ r P B, x P M
¸
.
We say that the numerical map ϕ is quasi-homogeneous if it vanishes on PnpMqX
J , where J is the Q-linear subspace generated in QbZ PnpMq by all elements of
the form rrxs ´ rnrxs, for r P B and x P M .
Definition 2. The numerical functor F is quasi-homogeneous if every arrow
map HompM , Nq Ñ HompFpMq, FpNqq is.
Being quasi-homogeneous is a necessary condition for a functor to admit
a (strict polynomial) homogeneous structure. We shall later give a suHcient
condition.
10
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One may enquire why the simpler condition Fprαq “ rnFpαq does not
suHce. While this would serve the purpose equally well in degrees 2 and 3, it
will be inadequate in degree 4. See Example 3 below.
Theorem 7. The functor F, numerical of degree n, is quasi-homogeneous of degree
n if and only if it annihilates PnpHompM , Nqq X K for all modules M, N, where K
is the Q-linear subspace generated in Q bZ PnpHompM , Nqq by all elements of the
form
rα1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ αks ´
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gk“n
giě1
1
g1! ¨ ¨ ¨ gk!
„
♦
g1
α1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gk
αk

.
Proof. The special case k “ 0 of the above relation gives r0s “ r˛s ” 0 mod K.
Now, using Theorem 6,
rrαs ” r˛rαs ” 1
n!
„
♦
n
rα

“ r
n
n!
„
♦
n
α

” rnr˛αs ” rnrαsmod K.
On the other hand, again using Theorem 6,
rnrα1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ αks ” rrα1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ rαks
“
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gk“n
giě1
ˆ
r
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
r
gk
˙„
♦
g1
α1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gk
αk

mod J .
Since Q bZ PnpHompM , Nqq is torsion-free, one may identify the co-eHcients
of rn, whence
rα1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ αks ”
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gk“n
giě1
1
g1! ¨ ¨ ¨ gk!
„
♦
g1
α1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gk
αk

mod J .
Example 2. A quadratic functor F is easily verified to be quasi-homogene-
ous if and only if
Fp˛q “ 0 and 2Fp˛αq “ Fpα ˛ αq,
or if and only if Fprαq “ r2Fpαq.
In the cubical case, the conditions are
Fp˛q “ 0, 6Fp˛αq “ Fpα ˛ α ˛ αq and
2Fpα ˛ βq “ Fpα ˛ α ˛ βq ` Fpα ˛ β ˛ βq,
or simply Fprαq “ r3Fpαq. 4
11
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Example 3. Let B “ Z, and consider the functor FpMq “ Z{12 b Γ2pMq,
which is quadratic, a fortiori quartical. The reader might be led into imagining
F to be quasi-homogeneous of degree 4, since it satisfies
Fprαq “ 1b prαqr2s “ r2 b αr2s “ r4 b αr2s “ r4Fpαq.
The abelian group generated in P4pHompM , Nqq by all elements of the form
rrαs ´ r4rαs contains, for any homomorphisms α and β, the element
12rα ˛ βs ´ 2rα ˛ α ˛ βs ´ 2rα ˛ α ˛ β ˛ βs ´ 2rα ˛ β ˛ β ˛ βs,
which F will indeed annihilate. Dividing by 2, however, produces the element
6rα ˛ βs ´ rα ˛ α ˛ βs ´ rα ˛ α ˛ β ˛ βs ´ rα ˛ β ˛ β ˛ βs
in J , which is not annihilated, so that F is, in fact, not quasi-homogeneous. 4
§6. The Morita Equivalence
We now exhibit a projective generator of the category of numerical functors,
demonstrating the equivalence of Nn with a suitable module category.
Throughout, let K be a fixed free and finitely generated module. The com-
posite functor Pn HompK,´q, transforming χ : M Ñ N unto
rχ˚s : Pn HompK, Mq Ñ Pn HompK, Nq,
is plainly numerical of degree n.
Theorem 8: The Yoneda Lemma. Let F be numerical of degree n. The map
ΥK,F : NatpPn HompK,´q, Fq Ñ FpKq, η ÞÑ ηKpr1Ksq,
is an isomorphism of modules. It is natural in the sense that the following two dia-
grams commute:
K
β

NatpPn HompK,´q, Fq
rβ˚s˚

ΥK,F // FpKq
Fpβq

L NatpPn HompL,´q, Fq ΥL,F
// FpLq
F
ξ

NatpPn HompK,´q, Fq
ξ˚

ΥK,F // FpKq
ξK

G NatpPn HompK,´q, Gq ΥK,G
// GpKq
12
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Proof. The proof is the usual one. Naturality is obvious. Consider the follow-
ing commutative diagram:
K
α

Pn HompK, Kq
rα˚s

ηK // FpKq
Fpαq

r1Ks

// ηKpr1Ksq

M Pn HompK, Mq ηM // FpMq rαs // ηMprαsq “ FpαqpηKpr1Ksqq
Upon inspection, we find that ΥK,F has an inverse transforming y P FpKq to
ηM : Pn HompK, Mq Ñ FpMq, rαs ÞÑ Fpαqpyq.
The numericality of F is used in a most essential way to ensure that the map
HompK, Mq Ñ HompFpKq, FpMqq factorise through Pn HompK, Mq.
Putting F “ Pn HompK,´q, we obtain a module isomorphism
Υ : NatpPn HompK,´q, Pn HompK,´qq Ñ PnpEnd Kq,
whose inverse transforms rσs, for σ : K Ñ K, to the natural transformation
rσ˚s : Pn HompK,´q Ñ Pn HompK,´q.
The module BrEnd Ks comes equipped with a multiplication, given by rσs˝
rτs “ rστs, which descends unto the algebras PnpEnd Kq. (This is not to be
confused with another multiplication, defined on any BrMs, given by rxsrys “
rx` ys.) Under the Yoneda correspondence,
Υ´1prσs ˝ rτsq “ Υ´1prστsq “ rpστq˚s “ rτ˚s ˝ rσ˚s “ Υ´1prτsq ˝ Υ´1prσsq,
so that the multiplications are reversed by Υ:
Theorem 9. The Yoneda correspondence provides an anti-isomorphism of rings
NatpPn HompK,´q, Pn HompK,´qq – PnpEnd Kq.
We now prove that Pn HompBn,´q provides a projective generator for Nn.
Lemma 1. A polynomial functor of degree n that vanishes on Bn is identically
zero.
Proof. Let F be such a functor. We shall shew that FpBqq “ 0 for all natural
numbers q. When q ď n, then Bq is a direct summand of Bn, and therefore
FpBqq will be a direct summand of FpBnq “ 0.
13
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Proceeding by induction, suppose FpBqq “ 0 for some q ě n. We shew
that also FpBq`1q “ 0. Let pii : Bq Ñ Bq (1 ď i ď q ` 1) denote the canonical
projections. Since F is polynomial of degree n, we have
0 “ Fppi1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ piq`1q “
ÿ
IĎrq`1s
p´1qq`1´|I|F
˜ÿ
iPI
pii
¸
.
Consider an I with |I | ď q. Since řI pii factorises through Bq, the homomorph-
ism F
`ř
I pii
˘
will factorise through FpBqq “ 0. Only I “ rq ` 1s will give a
non-trivial contribution to the sum above, yielding
0 “ Fppi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` piq`1q “ Fp1Bq`1q “ 1FpBq`1q.
Theorem 10. The functor Pn HompBn,´q is a small projective generator for Nn,
through which there is an equivalence of categories
Φ : Nn Ñ PnpBnˆnqMod, F ÞÑ FpBnq.
The left module structure on FpBnq is given by rτs ¨ x “ Fpτqpxq.
Proof. Write Qn “ Pn HompBn,´q. We first establish the projectivity of Qn by
shewing that NatpQn,´q is right-exact, i.e. preserves epimorphisms. If η : F Ñ
G is epimorphic, then ηBn : FpBnq Ñ GpBnq is surjective, and corresponds to
η˚ : NatpQn, Fq Ñ NatpQn, Gq under the Yoneda map.
Since 0 “ NatpQn, Fq – FpBnq implies F “ 0 by the lemma, the functor Qn
is a generator.
For a direct sum
À
Fk of functors, we compute, using the Yoneda Lemma,
Nat
`
Qn,
à
Fk
˘ – `à Fk˘pBnq “à FkpBnq –àNat `Qn, Fk˘,
establishing that NatpQn,´q preserves direct sums, i.e. smallness of Qn.
As Nn is an abelian category with arbitrary direct sums, a Morita equival-
ence will arise through the projective generator:
Nn
NatpQn,´q//
SMod
QnbS´
oo
The underlying ring for the module category is, by Theorem 9,
S “ NatpQn, Qnqop – PnpEndBnq “ PnpBnˆnq.
A functor F corresponds to the abelian group NatpQn, Fq – FpBnq. Un-
der the Yoneda map, an element x P FpBnq will correspond to the natural
transformation
ηM : QnpMq Ñ FpMq, rαs ÞÑ Fpαqpxq.
14
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In like wise, rτs P PnpBnˆnq will correspond to
θM : QnpMq Ñ QnpMq, rαs ÞÑ rα ˝ τs.
The product of θ and η is the transformation
pη ˝ θqM : QnpMq Ñ FpMq, rαs ÞÑ Fpα ˝ τqpxq,
which under the Yoneda map corresponds to
pη ˝ θqBnpr1Bnsq “ Fp1Bn ˝ τqpxq “ Fpτqpxq P FpBnq,
aHrming the module structure on FpBnq.
§7. The Divided Power Map
Taking as our starting point a finitely generated and free module M , we next
propose a study of the divided power map
γn : PnpMq Ñ ΓnpMq, rxs ÞÑ xrns.
It is linear, being induced by the strict polynomial, a fortiori numerical, map
M Ñ ΓnpMq, given by x ÞÑ xrns.
Lemma 2. If x1, . . . , xk P M, then
γnprx1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ xksq “
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gk“n
giě1
xrg1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xrgksk .
Proof. By the definition of deviations,
γnprx1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ xksq “
ÿ
IĎrks
p´1qk´|I|
˜ÿ
iPI
xi
¸rns
.
The co-eHcient of a given monomial xrg1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xrgksk (g1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gk “ n) will be
ÿ
t i | gią0 uĎIĎrks
p´1qk´|I| “
#
1 if t i | gi ą 0 u “ rks,
0 otherwise.
In general, the divided power map is neither injective nor surjective:
Theorem 11. The divided power map γn : PnpMq Ñ ΓnpMq has kernel
Ker γn “ QbZ x rrzs ´ rnrzs | r P B, z P M y X PnpMq.
If the rank of M is at least n, it is surjective precisely when pn´ 1q! is inversible in B.
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Proof. We begin with investigating the kernel. Denoting
L “ QbZ x rrzs ´ rnrzs | r P B, z P M y ,
we evidently have LX PnpMq Ď Ker γn.
For the reverse inclusion, let z P M and m P N. Calculating modulo L:
„
♦
m
z

“
ÿ
IĎrms
p´1qm´|I|
«ÿ
iPI
z
ff
“
mÿ
j“0
p´1qm´j
ˆ
m
j
˙
rjzs
”
mÿ
j“0
p´1qm´j
ˆ
m
j
˙
jnrzs “ m!
"
n
m
*
rzs, (3)
where
 n
m
(
denotes a Stirling number of the second kind.
Let te1, . . . , eku be a basis for M . A basis for PnpMq is then, by Theorem 4
of [12], constituted by the elements
rep1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ epms, 1 ď p1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď pm ď k, 0 ď m ď n.
Letting rf1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ fms be one such basis element of PnpMq, we have, by (3):
m!
"
n
m
*
rf1˛¨ ¨ ¨˛fms “ m!
"
n
m
* ÿ
IĎrms
p´1qm´|I|
«ÿ
iPI
fi
ff
”
ÿ
IĎrms
p´1qm´|I|
«
♦
m
ÿ
iPI
fi
ff
“
ÿ
IĎrms
p´1qm´|I|
ÿ
ØĂI1,...,ImĎI
„
♦
i1PI1
fi1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
imPIm
fim

mod L.
We may write this as ξ ` ξ1, where ξ is a sum of deviations of order ex-
actly m, and ξ1 collects the higher-order deviations. An m’th-order deviation
arises precisely when the sets I1, . . . , Im are singletons. Supposing gi of the sets
I1, . . . , Im are equal to tiu, for i “ 1, . . . , m, we may express ξ as
ξ “
ÿ
IĎrms
p´1qm´|I|
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gm“m
gią0 Ø iPI
ˆ
m
g1, . . . , gm
˙„
♦
g1
f1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gm
fm

“
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gm“m
giě0
¨˝ ÿ
t i | gią0 uĎIĎrms
p´1qm´|I|‚˛ˆ m
g1, . . . , gm
˙„
♦
g1
f1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gm
fm

.
The inner sum is 1 when all gi “ 1, and 0 otherwise, leading to
ξ “
ˆ
m
1, . . . , 1
˙
rf1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ fms “ m!rf1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ fms.
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We thus have
m!
"
n
m
*
rf1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ fms ” m!rf1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ fms ` ξ1mod L,
and, consequently, provided that 1 ă m ă n (so that  nm( ą 1),
rf1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ fms ” 1m!` nm(´ 1˘ ¨ ξ1mod L.
In summary, what we have proved is that a deviation of order m may
be expressed, modulo L, in terms of deviations of higher orders, provided
1 ă m ă n. It may happen that m “ 0 or m “ 1. We may then use the relations
r˛s “ r0s ” 0 and r˛f s “ rf s ´ r0s ” 1
n!
 n
n
(„♦
n
f

“ 1
n!
„
♦
n
f

mod L,
which are both consequences of (3), to achieve the same end.
Now suppose ω P Ker γn. Successively using the above relations, we may
express ω as a fractional linear combination
ω ”
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gk“n
giě0
cg1,...,gk
„
♦
g1
e1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gk
ek

mod L, cg1,...,gk P QbZ B,
of deviations of rank n of the basis elements ei. Apply γn and use the lemma:
0 “ γnpωq “
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gk“n
giě0
cg1,...,gke
g1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ egkk .
Because the elements eg11 ¨ ¨ ¨ egkk are independent in ΓnpMq, it must be that all
co-eHcients cg1,...,gk vanish, and hence ω P L.
Next, we turn to the question of surjectivity. We shew that, when p ď n´ 1
is a prime which is not inversible in B, the elements ζ1 “ erps1 e2e3 ¨ ¨ ¨ en´p`1
and ζ2 “ e1erps2 e3 ¨ ¨ ¨ en´p`1 do not belong to Im γn. Since the basis elements of
PnpMq, by the lemma, transform under γn as
rep1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ epms ÞÑ
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gm
giě1
erg1sp1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ergkspm , (4)
the elements ζ1 and ζ2 can only be produced as images of elements of the form
εr,s “
„
♦
r
e1 ˛ ♦
s
e2 ˛ e3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ en´p`1

.
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If s ě 2, then ζ1 does not occur in the expression for γnpεr,sq. When s “ 1,
the part corresponding to ζ1 in γnpεr,sq is, using (4),ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gr“p
giě1
erg1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ergrs1 e2e3 ¨ ¨ ¨ en´p`1 “
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gr“p
giě1
ˆ
p
g1, . . . , gr
˙
erps1 e2e3 ¨ ¨ ¨ en´p`1.
Each term is divisible by p if r ě 2. (This may also be deduced from the
fact that the multinomial sum counts surjective functions rps Ñ rrs, and so the
expression equals r!
 p
r
(
ζ1.) The situation is, of course, symmetric for ζ2. Hence
ζ1 and ζ2 only occur with non-zero co-eHcients modulo p in γnpε1,1q, in which
they both occur with co-eHcient 1. Clearly, they cannot lie in Im γn.
Conversely, suppose pn´ 1q! is inversible. If g1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gk “ n, one has
γn
ˆ„
♦
g1
e1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ ♦
gk
ek
˙
“ eg11 ¨ ¨ ¨ egkk “ g1! ¨ ¨ ¨ gk!e
rg1s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ergksk P Im γn,
where the co-eHcient is inversible if all gi ď n´ 1. An exception occurs if only
one gi “ n, the rest being 0, but in this case γnpr˛eisq “ ernsi P Im γn.
§8. Numerical versus Strict Polynomial Functors
We now set forth one or two comparison theorems for numerical and strict
polynomial functors, sprung from properties of the natural functor Pn Ñ Nn.
These categories are, by Theorems 2 and 10, equivalent to ΓnpBnˆnqMod and
PnpBnˆnqMod, respectively.
To this end, we specialise the discussion in the preceding section to the
particular case M “ Bnˆn. Both PnpBnˆnq and ΓnpBnˆnq are algebras, and
γn : PnpBnˆnq Ñ ΓnpBnˆnq
will be an homomorphism of such, since
γnprαsq ˝ γnprβsq “ αrns ˝ βrns “ pαβqrns “ γnprαβsq “ γnprαsrβsq.
Associated to this algebra homomorphism is the restriction of scalars
ΓnpBnˆnqModÑ PnpBnˆnqMod,
which views a ΓnpBnˆnq-module as a PnpBnˆnq-module under the action rσsx “
γnpσqx “ σrnsx. On the level of polynomial functors, this corresponds to the
forgetful functor Pn Ñ Nn. As such, this functor will necessarily be exact and
faithful (its left adjoint being extension of scalars):
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Theorem 12. The forgetful functor Pn Ñ Nn corresponds to restriction of scalars
ΓnpBnˆnqModÑ PnpBnˆnqMod
along the divided power map γn : PnpBnˆnq Ñ ΓnpBnˆnq. This functor is exact and
faithful. It is full and essentially injective when n “ 0, 1, 2.
Proof. We make use of the fact that a necessary and suHcient condition for re-
striction of scalars to be a full functor is that the associated ring homomorph-
ism be epimorphic. (See e.g. [8], Proposition 16.3.) According to Theorem 11,
γn is surjective for n “ 0, 1, 2, and so a fortiori epimorphic.
Suppose µ, ν : ΓnpBnˆnq Ñ End M are two ΓnpBnˆnq-module structures on
a B-module M , co-inciding as restricted PnpBnˆnq-modules. Then µγn “ νγn,
which implies µ “ ν by the surjectivity of γn. Consequently, restriction of
scalars is full and essentially injective for n “ 0, 1, 2.
One may enquire for the exact conditions under which the restriction func-
tor above is full. Since this is equivalent to asking when γn : PnpMq Ñ ΓnpMq
is an epimorphism of rings, the question is more delicate than that answered
in Theorem 11 above. We do not pursue this direction, but content ourselves
with an account of what may happen in the case n “ 3:
Example 4. We shew that γ3 is not epimorphic, provided 2 is not inversible
in B. Let σij : B3 Ñ B3, for i, j “ 1, 2, 3, transform the j’th basis vector to the i’th
basis vector, and all other basis vectors to 0. These maps form a basis for B3ˆ3.
The unity of Γ3pB3ˆ3q{2 has a decomposition
1r3s “ pσ11 ` σ22 ` σ33qr3s “
ÿ
i
σr3sii `
ÿ
i‰j
pσr2sii σjj ` σiiσijσjiq
`
ÿ
i‰j
σiiσijσji ` pσ11σ22σ33 ` σ12σ23σ31 ` σ13σ32σ21q ` pσ12σ23σ31 ` σ13σ32σ21q
into orthogonal idempotents. Further factoring out the idempotents on the
second row produces a factor ring pi : Γ3pB3ˆ3q Ñ R, which is spanned, over
B{2, by the images of all divided powers of the form
σr3sii , σ
r2s
ii σjj, σ
r2s
ii σij, σ
r2s
ii σji, σ
r2s
ij σii, σ
r2s
ji σii,
and having unity (the image of)ÿ
i
σr3sii `
ÿ
i‰j
σr2sii σjj.
An involution ϕ of R is provided by conjugation by
ω “
ÿ
i
σr3sii `
ÿ
i‰j
σr2sij σji.
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One readily verifies the elements
γ3pr˛σijsq “ σr3sij
γ3prσij ˛ σklsq “ σr2sij σkl ` σijσr2skl
γ3prσij ˛ σkl ˛ σmnsq “ σijσklσmn
to be either 0 in R or invariant under the action of ϕ. It follows that ϕpiγ3 “ piγ3,
so that γ3 is not epimorphic.
Consequently, restriction of scalars cannot be full in this case. Nor is it
essentially injective, since we may define two Γ3pB3ˆ3q-module structures on R,
viz. letting ζ P Γ3pB3ˆ3q act as left multiplication by ζ and by ϕpζq “ ω˝ζ˝ω´1,
respectively. These are indeed distinct, for
σr2s11 σ22 ˝σr2s11 σ22 “ σr2s11 σ22, but ω˝σr2s11 σ22 ˝ω´1 ˝σr2s11 σ22 “ σr2s22 σ11 ˝σr2s11 σ22 “ 0.
The structures co-incide as restricted P3pB3ˆ3q-modules, since ϕpiγ3 “ piγ3 as
per the above. 4
Recall from Theorem 10 that, under the Morita equivalence, the numerical
functor F corresponds to the PnpBnˆnq-module FpBnq, and that, if F is strictly
polynomial, this is in fact a ΓnpBnˆnq-module.
Theorem 13. The numerical functor F, of degree n, is quasi-homogeneous of
degree n if and only if FpBnq is a module over Im γn – PnpBnˆnq{Ker γn.
Proof. The action of PnpBnˆnq on FpBnq is given by rσsx “ Fpσqpxq. The re-
quirement that Ker γn annihilate FpBnq is equivalent to demanding that F itself
vanish on
Ker γn “ QbZ x rrσs ´ rnrσs | r P B, σ P Bnˆn y X PnpBnˆnq
(Theorem 11), which is quasi-homogeneity.
Plainly, a quasi-homogeneous functor F of degree n admits an homogene-
ous structure if and only if the Im γn-module structure on FpBnqmay be exten-
ded to a ΓnpBnˆnq-module structure. Quasi-homogeneity is necessary because
PnpBnˆnq{Ker γn – Im γn Ď ΓnpBnˆnq,
and so we have a necessary and suHcient condition for a numerical functor to
be strictly polynomial:
Theorem 14: The Polynomial Functor Theorem. Let F be a numerical func-
tor of degree n. Then F may be given the structure of homogeneous functor of degree n
if and only if F is quasi-homogeneous of degree n and the Im γn-module structure on
FpBnqmay be extended to a ΓnpBnˆnq-module structure.
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Example 5. Any quasi-homogeneous functor of degree 2 may be given a
unique strict polynomial structure, which makes it homogeneous of degree 2.
This stems from the map γ2 being surjective, inducing an isomorphism
BrB2ˆ2s2{Ker γ2 – Im γ2 “ Γ2pB2ˆ2q. 4
§9. The Hierarchy of Numerical Functors
We proceed to discuss locally numerical and analytic functors. Salomonsson’s
investigations gave us the next result in the setting of strict polynomial func-
tors ([10], Propositions 2.3, 2.5), where he instead lets A range over all commut-
ative algebras. In the case he considers, conditions A, B and C are equivalent if
the arrow maps are assumed strictly polynomial of uniformly bounded degree.
Theorem 15. Consider the following constructs, where A ranges over all bino-
mial algebras:
A. A family of ordinary functors EA : AFModÑ AMod, commuting with exten-
sion of scalars.
B. A functor J : FModÑMod with arrow maps
JA : HomApAbM , AbNq Ñ HomApAb JpMq, Ab JpNqq,
multiplicative and natural in A.
C. A functor F : FModÑMod with arrow maps
FA : AbHomBpM , Nq Ñ AbHomBpFpMq, FpNqq,
multiplicative and natural in A (a numerical functor as per Theorem 3).
Constructs A and B are equivalent, but weaker than C. If, in addition, the arrow
maps are presumed numerical of (uniformly) bounded degree, all three are equivalent.
Proof. Given E, we may define J by JpMq “ EBpMq and the diagram:
HomApAbM , AbNq
EA //
JA ++
HomApEApAbMq, EApAbNqq
HomApAb EBpMq, Ab EBpNqq
Conversely, starting from J , the functors EA may be defined by the equation
EApMq “ Ab JpMq and letting
EA “ JA : HomApAbM , AbNq // HomApAb JpMq, Ab JpNqq.
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Next, to define J from F , let JpMq “ FpMq and use the diagram:
AbHomBpM , Nq FA // AbHomBpFpMq, FpNqq

HomApAbM , AbNq JA
// HomApAb FpMq, Ab FpNqq
The left column is an isomorphism in so far as M and N are free.
The diHcult part is defining F from J , provided that J is indeed of bound-
ed degree n. The proof is modelled on Salomonsson’s argument for strict
polynomial functors. We define F “ J on objects, and let
FB “ JB : HomBpM , Nq Ñ HomBpJpMq, JpNqq
for B-modules M and N . If this map can be shewn to be numerical, it may,
by Theorem 10 of [12], be uniquely extended to a family of maps FA as above,
natural in the binomial algebra A.
To this end, find a free resolution
Bpλq // Bpκq // JpMq // 0.
Applying the left-exact functor HomBp´, JpNqq yields a commutative diagram:
0 // HomBpJpMq, JpNqq ι // JpNqκ σ // JpNqλ
HomBpM , Nq
JB
OO
δn
// PnpHomBpM , Nqq
ζ
OO
ξ
ii
The homomorphism ιJB may be split up into components
pιJBqk : HomBpM , Nq Ñ JpNq, k P κ.
These are, by the assumption on J , numerical of degree n, and will therefore
factorise through δn via some linear ζk : PnpHomBpM , Nqq Ñ JpNq. This es-
tablishes the existence of a linear map ζ as in the diagram, making the square
commute.
Now, σζδn “ σιJB “ 0, giving σζ “ 0. By the exactness of the upper row,
ζ admits a factorisation through some homomorphism ξ as in the diagram.
Because ιJB “ ζδn “ ιξδn and ι is one-to-one, JB “ ξδn. Since JB admits a
factorisation through PnpHomBpM , Nqq, it is indeed numerical of degree n.
Numerical functors satisfy all three conditions in the theorem. A func-
tor will be called analytic if it only satisfies the weaker conditions A and B.
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Examples are the classical algebraic functors T (the tensor algebra), S (the
symmetric algebra) and Γ (the divided power algebra).
A functor fulfilling condition C, but without any assumption on bounded
degree, may be called locally numerical. An example would be Λ (the exterior
algebra). This is because, when n ą p, the module ΛnpBpq “ 0, and hence
Λ : HompBp,Bqq Ñ HompΛpBpq,ΛpBqqq
is numerical of degree maxpp, qq.
§10. Analytic Functors
A strict analytic functor is well known to be the inductive limit of its strict
polynomial subfunctors. (In fact, it is a direct sum of such.) There is no dis-
similarity in the numerical case. Whereas, traditionally, analytic functors have
been identified with the inductive limits of polynomial functors, the definition
we gave above is no diverent, as we now set out to shew.
Lemma 3. Let F be an analytic functor and P a finitely generated, free module.
Suppose u P FpPq, and define the subfunctor G by
GpMq “ x Fpαqpuq | α : P Ñ M y .
Consider the natural transformation ξ : HompP,´q Ñ F, given by
ξN : HompP, Nq Ñ FpNq, α ÞÑ Fpαqpuq.
If ξN , for some N, is numerical of degree n, then so is
GM ,N : HompM , Nq Ñ HompGpMq, GpNqq
for any M. In particular:
• If all ξN are numerical, then G is locally numerical.
• If all ξN are numerical of uniformly bounded degree, then G is numerical.
Proof. The modules GpMq are invariant under the action of F , so G is indeed
a subfunctor of F . Suppose ξN is numerical of degree n. Then, for all homo-
morphisms α,αi : P Ñ N and scalars r, the equations
Fpα1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ αn`1qpuq “ 0 and Fprαqpuq “
nÿ
m“0
ˆ
r
m
˙
F
ˆ
♦
m
α
˙
puq
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hold. This implies that, for all scalars r and homomorphisms β, βi : M Ñ N
and γ : P Ñ M , the following equations hold true:
Fpβ1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ βn`1qFpγqpuq “ 0 and FprβqFpγqpuq “
nÿ
m“0
ˆ
r
m
˙
F
ˆ
♦
m
β
˙
Fpγqpuq.
Hence
Fpβ1 ˛ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˛ βn`1q “ 0 and Fprβq “
nÿ
m“0
ˆ
r
m
˙
F
ˆ
♦
m
β
˙
on GpMq, so that GM ,N is indeed numerical of degree n.
Theorem 16. The analytic functors are precisely the filtered inductive limits of
numerical functors.
Proof. Step 1: Filtered inductive limits of numerical, or even analytic, functors are
analytic. Let Fi, for i P I , be analytic functors, and let A be a binomial algebra.
Any α P HomApAbM , AbNq gives rise to a map Fipαq : AbFipMq Ñ AbFipNq.
Therefore
limÝÑ Fipαq : Ab limÝÑ FipMq Ñ Ab limÝÑ FipNq
since tensor products commute with inductive limits, which yields a map
limÝÑ Fi : HomApAbM , AbNq Ñ HomApAb limÝÑ FipMq, Ab limÝÑ FipNqq,
establishing that limÝÑ Fi is analytic.
Step 2: Analytic functors are filtered inductive limits of locally numerical func-
tors. Let F be an analytic functor. The maps
FM ,N : HomApAbM , AbNq Ñ HomApAb FpMq, Ab FpNqq
are then multiplicative and natural in the binomial algebra A. To shew F
is the inductive limit of locally numerical functors, it is suHcient to con-
struct, for any free and finitely generated module P and any element u P FpPq,
a locally numerical subfunctor G of F such that u P GpPq. To this end,
define G as in the lemma; then clearly u P GpPq. If only we can shew that
ξM : HompP, Mq Ñ FpMq is always numerical (of possibly unbounded degree),
then G will be locally numerical.
To this end, let ε1, . . . , εk be a basis of the free and finitely generated module
HompP, Mq. Let A “ B`s1,...,sk´ ˘ be the free binomial algebra on the variables
s1, . . . , sk (see [13]). Since
F
´ÿ
si b εi
¯
P HomApAb FpPq, Ab FpMqq,
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we may write
F
´ÿ
si b εi
¯
p1b uq “
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gkďn
giě0
ˆ
s1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
sk
gk
˙
b vg1,...,gk P Ab FpMq
for some n. By the naturality of F , we may specialise each si to an ai P B:
ξM
´ÿ
aiεi
¯
“ F
´ÿ
aiεi
¯
puq “
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gkďn
ˆ
a1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
gk
˙
vg1,...,gk .
Using Theorem 8 of [12], it follows that ξM is numerical of degree n.
Step 3: Locally numerical functors are filtered inductive limits of numerical func-
tors. Let F be a locally numerical functor. Once again, given a free and finitely
generated module P and u P FpPq, define G and ξ as in the lemma. We shall
shew that G is numerical by shewing that all ξM are numerical of uniformly
bounded degree.
Consider the free binomial algebras B “ B`s1,...,sk´ ˘ and C “ B`s1,...,sk,t´ ˘. Let
τ : B Ñ C be the algebra homomorphism given by si ÞÑ tsi. By the local
numericality of F , there is a commutative diagram:
B
τ

B bHompP, Mq
τb1

F // B bHompFpPq, FpMqq
τb1

C C bHompP, Mq
F
// C bHompFpPq, FpMqq
As a consequence, we obtain, for any homomorphisms αi : P Ñ M :
pτb 1qF
´ÿ
si b αi
¯
“ F
´
pτb 1q
´ÿ
si b αi
¯¯
“ F
´ÿ
tsi b αi
¯
. (5)
Considering now
F : B
ˆ
s1, . . . , sk
´
˙
bHompP, Mq Ñ B
ˆ
s1, . . . , sk
´
˙
bHompFpPq, FpMqq,
we write
F
´ÿ
si b αi
¯
“
ÿ
g1,...,gkě0
ˆ
s1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
sk
gk
˙
b βg1,...,gk , (6)
for homomorphisms βg1,...,gk : FpPq Ñ FpMq. Only a finite number of these are
non-zero, but this number depends on the αi. Similarly, from contemplating
F : B
ˆ
t
´
˙
bHompP, Pq Ñ B
ˆ
t
´
˙
bHompFpPq, FpPqq,
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we may write
Fpt b 1Pq “
ÿ
mďn
ˆ
t
m
˙
b γm, (7)
for some number n, depending purely on P, and homomorphisms γm : FpPq Ñ
FpPq. Now combine (5), (6) and (7):
ÿ
g1,...,gk
ˆ
ts1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
tsk
gk
˙
b βg1,...,gk “ pτb 1q
¨˝ ÿ
g1,...,gk
ˆ
s1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
sk
gk
˙
b βg1,...,gk‚˛
“ pτb 1qF
´ÿ
si b αi
¯
“ F
´ÿ
tsi b αi
¯
“ F
´ÿ
si b αi
¯
Fpt b 1Pq
“
¨˝ ÿ
g1,...,gk
ˆ
s1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
sk
gk
˙
b βg1,...,gk ‚˛˜ ÿ
mďn
ˆ
t
m
˙
b γm
¸
“
ÿ
g1,...,gk
ÿ
mďn
ˆ
s1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
sk
gk
˙ˆ
t
m
˙
b βg1,...,gkγm.
The right-hand side, and therefore also the left-hand side, is of degree n in t,
whence βg1,...,gk “ 0 when the sum of the indices exceeds n. Consequently,
ξM
´ÿ
aiαi
¯
“ F
´ÿ
aiαi
¯
puq “
ÿ
g1`¨¨¨`gkďn
ˆ
a1
g1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
ak
gk
˙
βg1,...,gkpuq,
where we have specialised si to ai P B, and so ξM is numerical of degree n.
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